A phase integral (WKBJ) theory of damped modes in a resistive cylindrical plasma column is developed. The theory predicts several phenomena observed previously in numerical studies: (i) the complex frequency w has a point spectrum lying on a locus which is approximately independent of the resistivity, and which intersects the ideal continuum only at its end points (at angles of 45° and 30°); (ii) the qualitative features are independent of current profile and m-number, provided | k . B | is monotonic and strictly positive; and (iii) the two branches of the spectral locus joining the two end points of the ideal continuum correspond to precisely defined ' internal' and ' wall' modes, and bifurcate from a ' global' mode at a certain complex frequency which can be predicted from the topological features of the Stokes diagram in the complex radial position plane. In order to derive consistent connexion formulae for reflexions from the waD, the magnetic axis, and from turning points, we reduce the resistive hydromagnetic equations to a scalar wave equation, uniformly valid over the entire plasma to two orders in an expansion in the square root of the resistivity. Good numerical agreement is found between eigenvalues from the full equations, the reduced equation, and from the WKBJ method.
Introduction
It is well known (Kato 1966 ) that the point spectrum of an unperturbed operator L o changes continuously into the point spectrum (or a subset of the point spectrum) of L = L o + eL x as the perturbation L x is switched on. This theorem however does not apply to the continuous spectrum. In particular, if we take as the unperturbed system the ideal hydromagnetic equations, we should not expect the continuous spectrum on the real o> 2 line to connect continuously with the spectrum of the dissipative hydromagnetic equations. This fact has been reinforced by several numerical investigations of the frequency spectrum of the eigenmodes of a resistive plasma column of circular cross-section (Davies 1984 a; Ryu & Grimm 1984) where it is found that the continuous spectrum of the ideal (zero resistivity) plasma is both broken up into discrete modes (which are denser the smaller the resistivity) and deformed discontinuously into the complex frequency plane. That is, no matter how small the resistivity, most resistive
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modes have finite damping, whereas stable ideal modes, owing to the hermiticity of the linearized force operator (Bernstein et al. 1958) have purely real frequency, Several analytic approaches have been used in order to try to understand this behaviour. Boris (1968) did some early work for an inhomogeneous plasma slab, but it appears to have gone unnoticed for more than a decade. Of course there has been a great deal of investigation of the resistive instabilities, using boundarylayer theory (Furth, Killeen & Rosenbluth 1963; Johnson, Greene & Coppi 1963;  -0-5 -Re to FIGURE 1. Numerically determined spectra for a resistive m = 0 Alfve'n wave for three different values of S. M B , ideal continuum; A. S = 500; V, /S = 1000; • , S = 2000. and many subsequent papers), but as we shall show in this paper, resistive Alfv6n modes are not localized at a rational surface. Near each end of the ideal MHD continuum, analytic asymptotic expansions show that there are modes which are decoupled from one of the boundaries, whose damping decrements are fractional powers of the resistivity, and whose spectral loci join the ends of the ideal continuum at finite angles independent of resistivity. However, these modes are not decoupled from both boundaries. The expansions must break down as the various loci meet in the complex frequency plane at a bifurcation point observed numerically. An example of such behaviour is shown in figure 1 .
Numerical evidence points to the following properties of the spectrum of the resistively modified Alfv6n modes, (i) There is an infinite number of modes on the negative imaginary frequency axis, with accumulation points at the marginal point (w = 0) and at w = -ico. If the plasma is very resistive these are the only modes; however, this occurs only for values of the magnetic Reynolds number which are too small to be of practical interest, (ii) As the resistivity is decreased, which corresponds to a continuous change of the linear operators which determine the eigenfrequencies, eigenvalues belonging to the two infinite sequences on the imaginary axis move toward each other, meet, and then move into the complex plane in mirror image pairs, (iii) As the resistivity is further decreased the modes move along an approximately semicircular path centred on the marginal point, heading for the region of the ideal continuum, (iv) While still some distance from the ideal continuum, the line along which they travel bifurcates, and the modes head for one end of the continuum or the other. These end-points are not accumulation points since there is never more than a finite number of eigenvalues in a given neighbourhood of one of the end points for any value of the resistivity.
It is possible to show some of these features by rigorous analytic methods in the case of some rather simple examples (G.Marklin 1983, private communication; Storer 1983; Davies 1984a) . However, the restrictions necessary to enable the analytic method to work are too stringent to be of general interest; moreover, these methods throw no light on the reason for the bifurcation since the actual computation of the spectrum still involves the numerical solution of transcendental equations. It is the aim of this paper to show that the phase integral, or WKBJ method (Heading 1962; White 1979) when extended to take into account the boundary conditions, provides an alternative asymptotic expansion method which is powerful enough to describe the spectrum in the whole complex frequency plane, and which makes clear the nature of the bifurcation in figure 1. Not only is the theory qualitatively correct, but comparison with accurate numerical solutions of some typical cases show surprisingly good quantitative agreement, even for the lowest mode.
Since the evaluation of a phase integral is a much less delicate numerical task than integrating the very stiff differential equations describing modes in warm plasmas, the WKBJ method holds promise of being a powerful new tool for nonideal hydromagnetic calculations. In fact the method has recently been applied to an analysis of tearing modes (Drake et al. 1983) which are in a different ordering regime from the modes considered here and are also not as sensitive to boundary conditions. The WKBJ method focuses on the local dispersion relation and thereby distils out the essential physics of the modes. For instance, despite the fact that the order of the differential equations describing m = 0 modes in a current carrying plasma is higher than that in a plasma with no longitudinal current, the local dispersion relations are identical in form and the surprisingly generic qualitative features of the currentless case (Davies 1984 a) are thus explained. Indeed, provided the continua corresponding to the m = f = 0 modes do not include « = 0, the non-axisymmetric modes also have the same generic features, and we shall treat these as well. The exclusion of the neighbourhood of o> = 0, though, means that we shall not be treating conventional resistive instabilities (Furth, Killeen & Rosenbluth 1963) in this paper. The resistive Alfv&i problem is of basic interest nevertheless as the simplest non-trivial extension of hydromagnetic wave theory beyond the ideal approximation, and it also has possible application to plasma heating schemes. In § 2 we review the basic equations of linear resistive modes in a pressureless plasma, and derive a pair of general reduced equations, which, in the cylindrical case, can be further reduced to a scalar wave equation which correctly accounts for resistive Alfv6n modes to two orders in an expansion in the parameter TJI. Appropriate boundary conditions at the wall and at the magnetic axis are also derived in § 2. In §3 we prove some general results about the spectrum of the reduced scalar equation; in particular we demonstrate the properties mentioned under (i), (ii) and (iii) above. In §4 we extend the WKBJ method to include reflexions from the wall and magnetic axis. This novel topological feature of the Stokes diagram was initially discovered using the interactive computer graphics code of White (1979) , whereas in §5 we estimate the Stokes structure analytically. Some numerical comparisons between the spectrum of the full resistive equations, the scalar reduced equation, and the WKBJ approximation developed in this paper are given in § 6.
Reduction of resistive Alfven wave equations
We assume the system to consist of a stationary, pressureless equilibrium plasma supporting a low-amplitude wave with electric field vector e having time variation exp (-io)t). Equilibrium quantities are assumed to be smooth, analytic functions of position r. For the time being we assume only the existence of nested magnetic surfaces with no particular symmetry. Multiplying Ohm's law, e-l-v x B = 7/j, by pw 2 /B 2 (where p is the equilibrium density, and B the equilibrium magnetic field), and eliminating the fluctuating magnetic field b and velocity v using Faraday's law and the equation of motion of the plasma, respectively, we find the perturbed eigenvalue equation
where
f l ) . (3)
Here I is the unit dyadic, P x = I -BB/B 2 is the perpendicular projector, and the V operators act on everything to their right. The quantity <r is defined by J = crB, where J = ji^1 V x B is the equilibrium current. To maintain V. J = 0 we have a constant over each magnetic surface.
The perturbation parameter is the inverse of the magnetic Reynolds number S =T R /T A , where T A = a(/i o p 0 )^/B 0 is the Alfven transit time across the plasma, minor radius a, with p 0 and B o being the density and field on the magnetic axis, and T R = /i o a?/i) is the resistive diffusion time, where /t 0 is the permeability of free space and t] the plasma resistivity. In (2) and (3) the units for r, t, p and B are a, T A , p 0 and B Q) respectively.
We assume the plasma to be contained within a perfectly conducting wall at the outermost magnetic surface. The boundary conditions at the wall are that the components of e within the surface are zero e.B = 0,
n x e . B = 0,
where n is the unit normal on the outermost surface. In a pressureless plasma, there is no constraint on the normal velocity since there is nothing to stop a skin of plasma at the wall acting as a source and sink as the plasma slips across the field lines.
In an ideal plasma, with S = oo, we see by dotting (1) with B, that e.B = 0. Within the subspace of vector fields satisfying this condition, L o is Hermitian. Thus the ideal spectrum of w 2 is purely real. Allowing weak solutions, there is a continuous spectrum, as well as a possible point spectrum. When S is finite, however, e. B is no longer zero and the spectrum is radically changed.
One way to investigate the effect of finite S on the spectrum is by numerical solution of (1), or an equivalent system of equations. However, since 8 is typically a large number, of order 10 3 -10 7 , and S~x multiplies a second-order differential operator in (1), the equations are very stiff. Some of the computations reported in this paper are based on conventional finite difference methods, but this becomes time consuming and difficult for values of 8 as small as 10 4 , which is at the lower end of the interesting region for hot plasmas.
However, since 8-1 is typically such a small quantity, we have an excellent expansion parameter which should allow us to filter out extraneous information before resorting to numerical work. At least in the resistive Alfv6n wave problem, we find that this is indeed that case, and in the remainder of this section we perform an asymptotic reduction of the order of the problem.
To understand the spectrum at large, but finite, S it is convenient to introduce scalar and vector potentials <j> and a such that e = -V 0 + M<ja.
(6) We work in Coulomb gauge V.a = 0, (7) so that (1) becomes
We are interested in finite frequencies, 0(1) with respect to S. We then observe that the maximal balance of terms is obtained by the ordering
when V acts on fluctuating quantities. On equilibrium quantities we assume V to be of order unity. In order to determine the propagation of both amplitude and phase correctly, we shall need to work to two orders in an expansion in 8~i. In the following, the symbol ~ will denote equality to both leading order and the 0(S~i) correction. The symbol ~ will denote equality only to leading order. Splitting a into parts parallel and perpendicular to B a = a ll u ll + a ± ,
where u,, s B/JB, we find that, if a u = 0(1), then a x = 0(S~i). We also find (j> = 0(1). From (8)
Dotting (8) with u, and using (11) we find^
16-2 where V, = u n . V. Taking the divergence of (8) we get
To satisfy both boundary conditions (4) and (5), some excitation of a virtual fast magnetosonic wave will be required. However this wave contributes negligibly to (4), and so this is the appropriate boundary condition for our reduced equations. Using (12) the boundary condition becomes 0 at wall.
Equations (12)- (14) form the first reduction of the resistive Alfv&i wave equations. To make further progress, we now specialize to cylindrically symmetric equilibria, and assume <f> and o B to vary as exp (imd + ikz), where r, 0 and z are a cylindrical co-ordinate system with r = 0 being the axis of symmetry, and also the magnetic axis. Scalar quantities will now represent the appropriate r-dependent amplitudes, a n d / ' will denote the derivative of any function/with respect to r. The operator V, is replaced by iF/B, where
We assume that F does not vanish anywhere in the plasma, i.e. that there are no 'mode rational surfaces'. The Laplacian V 2 becomes (to two orders) V|,, where
Although the last term is O(S~X) smaller when r = 0(1), it must be retained in order to obtain an equation uniformly valid over the whole plasma, including the region r = O(S~i).
we find that (12) and (13) can be written
To integrate (19) we set
Then, requiring consistency with the assumed ordering, we get
pw Differentiating (18), using (22) we finally reduce the resistive Alfv6n wave problem to the solution of a scalar wave equation
and
The boundary condition on (23) is, from (14),
We note that Q = 0 at the point where the ideal Alfv6n wave dispersion relation is satisfied. This point plays an important role in the solution of (23) by phase integral methods, to be described in § § 4 and 5.
Qualitative features of the spectrum
Before applying the WKJB method to (23) and (25), we will prove a number of general features of the spectrum defined by this two-point boundary value problem. First, we write (23) in the form r \m\{ r -2\m\-l( r \m\+l w yy + Q w = 0 (27) Suppose that w(r) is an eigenfunction, regular at the origin, where it behaves as ri m|+1 , and satisfying the boundary condition (25) at r = 1. On multiplying (1) by the complex conjugate function w*(r) and integrating with the weight factor r, the following identity is obtained:
Jo Jo Taking k to be real, the real and imaginary parts of this result give two conditions, namely
Jo where subscripts r and i refer to real and imaginary parts. From (29) it follows immediately that w £ is negative; that is, resistively modified Alfv6n waves are damped, and cannot become overstable. This result pertains, of course, to the case of zero pressure. From (30) it follows that either w is pure imaginary, or else | w |2 _ F 2 /p somewhere in the interval 0 ^ r < 1. Assuming that F 2 /p ranges from a minimum to a maximum, this limits the complex part of the spectrum to a semicircular annulus of the complex plane, ending on the ideal MHD continuum.
More information about the spectrum follows from the simple observation that the eigenfunctions are continuous functions of the magnetic Reynolds number, from Kato's (1966) theorem. Examination of (29) shows that if S is reduced to a sufficiently small value, there are no eigenvalues off the negative imaginary axis, and to -*• -iO or w -»• -too. Because to appears quadratically in the determining equations, we see that, as 8 is increased, pairs of eigenvalues will meet on the negative imaginary axis, and then move off into the complex plane as mirror image pairs with frequencies ± w r + iw^. When w is pure imaginary, the differential equation (27) is self-adjoint, and standard Sturmian methods may be used to investigate this part of the spectrum. It is easy to show that there are two infinite sequences of eigenvalues along the imaginary axis, accumulating at the marginal point (o) = 0) and at w = -ioo. Furthermore, we may count the number of modes which are off the imaginary axis, by commencing with a small value for S and then counting how many modes 'go missing' as S is increased. Using standard classical arguments (Sagan 1961) , this number has to be proportional to Si. All of these features may be readily observed in the numerical results of Ryu & Grimm (1984) and Davies (1984 a) .
Phase integral solution
A more quantitative understanding of the spectrum of (23) may be had by employing the WKJB or phase integral method (Heading 1962; White 1979) . Although elementary, the inclusion of the axis and wall as reflexion points seems unusual, and we develop the idea here. The basic idea is to deform the domain on which (23) is to be solved from the real interval [0,1] to a contour F in the complex r plane, beginning at 0 and ending at 1. Assuming Q to be analytic in the region enclosed by F and the unit interval, the eigenvalue o) is unaffected by this deformation. The contour is selected so that on different segments of F, w is either rapidly oscillatory, with slowly changing amplitude, or exponentially evanescent towards the end-points, perhaps with some oscillation.
The eigenvalue condition is obtained by fitting an integral number of wavelengths into the oscillatory portion F a6 of F, where the end points a and b are reflexion points: either the magnetic axis (r = 0), the wall (r = 1), or a turning point t, say, such that Q(t) = 0. Refer, for example, to figure 3 of the next section.
Let c denote either a orb, and let r be a point of F o6 . Then the phase integral <j> is defined by
Provided r is not too close to c, the asymptotic behaviour of w is given by w~a o u t e^ + a ln el «\
where |a ln | = |a out | 4= 0 is a slowly varying function of r, and the phase difference arg(a out /a ln ) is constant. Equations (31) and (32) can be interpreted as saying that the effect of resistivity is to change the local dispersion relation from Q/S = 0 in the ideal case to Q -k% = 0, where k r = d<j>/dr is the local radial wavenumber. The condition that w be purely oscillatory is the condition that <j>(r\c) be real (we choose that branch of Qi which makes Ql positive). The locus of points r defined by <fi(r\c) = 0 is called the anti-Stokes line emanating from c. In particular, the propagating section F a6 must be an anti-Stokes line passing through a and b.
The ingoing and outgoing waves are related through the reflexion formulae
where the phase change A0 C at the reflexion point c is made unique by demanding 
Equation (32) breaks down near a turning point, where we introduce a boundary layer ordering, and find Airy function behaviour. Demanding that w be subdominant (Heading 1962) on that part of V lying beyond the turning point t (so that we can satisfy the appropriate boundary condition) we find
It remains to determine the phase change arising from reflexions at the magnetic axis. There is in fact always a turning point of (23) in the region \r\ = O(S~l), and it is possible by a suitable stretching transformation and redefinition of Q, to treat this region as a standard WKBJ problem. Instead it is more convenient to regard it as a boundary layer, in which the full Laplacian in (23) is used. The solution regular at r = 0 is
w ~ -WW'IO)). (37)
This is to be matched onto the outer solution (32). From the asymptotic expansion for the large zeros of the J\ mi+1 Bessel function we find By requiring that the nth zero from a coincide with the first zero from 6, we find the ' quantization condition' which determines the eigenvalue w .+£, m n 2n n where n is the number of nodes of w in T ab .
The choice of T is determined by the global topography of the Stokes diagram, which is easily ascertained by use of the interactive computer graphics program of White (1979) . The details are discussed in the next section.
If we define a rescaled phase integral $(b\a) = 8~l$(b\a), we see from (31) and (25) that ^ is independent of S. Defining v = 8~i(n + A0 O /2TT + A<fi b /2n), we can write (39) as ^j>(b\a) = nv where v can be any real number such that an appropriate pair of reflexion points, a and b, exist. Thus we can already see why the mode loci are independent of S, at least within the WKBJ approximation.
Note that, for the asymptotics of the derivation of (39) to be strictly valid, we must order n = O(S$). It is then seen that the contributions from the reflexions, A0 O and A0 6) are O(8~l) smaller than the leading order, which is why we had to carry two orders of the 8~i expansion in § 2, and why we computed (35) only to leading order. As is typical of the WKB J approximation, however, we find that (39) predicts eigenvalues to quite reasonable accuracy even when n = 0(1). This will be illustrated in § 6.
Stokes diagrams
Two types of modes must be distinguished: global and localized. Global modes occur when the mode is oscillatory over the whole of F. That is, a = 0 and 6 =1 . Global modes may be found only when it is possible to choose the frequency so that the boundaries are joined by an anti-Stokes line. The points in the complex r plane where Q is zero are turning points: three anti-Stokes lines emanate from such points, making angles of 120° with each other at their confluence. Provided F(r) is monotone from r = 0 to r = 1, there is typically only one turning point. If one of the anti-Stokes lines crosses the physical interval 0 < r < 1, it will not be possible to construct a global mode. However, a localized mode may then be possible by adjusting the frequency so that one of the anti-Stokes lines passes through one of the two boundaries. The contour F will then proceed from that boundary to the turning point, and into the region between the other two antiStokes line. If the other boundary is also in this region, then quantization may be effected by quantizing from the first boundary to the turning point and using a reflexion coefficient at the turning point which ensures that the solution decays exponentially from the turning point to the other boundary. This decaying solution is called 'subdominant', and the exponential decay effectively removes the influence of the second boundary from the eigenvalue problem, replacing it by the turning point. It must be emphasized that the turning point is not the position of a resistive layer as in the theory of resistive instabilities.
To gain some insight into the way that these features bring about the total spectrum, we consider first the localized modes. They may be either 'internal modes', i.e. decoupled from the outer boundary, or 'wall modes', i.e. decoupled from the magnetic axis. To provide an explicit, and representative, example, suppose that the function F 2 /p in (25) Assume also that the first derivative of the function is zero at the magnetic axis, as is the case for a physically realizable equilibrium. An immediate consequence of our assumptions is that, for any real frequency lying in the ideal MHD continuum, w mln < o) < w max , there is a turning-point in the interval 0 < r < 1. Denoting the position of the turning-point by r 0 , and writing
the anti-Stokes lines may be drawn in the neighbourhood of r 0 . The structure is shown in figure 2 , from which it is immediately apparent that there are no resistive modes, either global or local, on the ideal MHD continuum. We now proceed to construct the resistive modes which are near to the ends of 
where the turning-points, which are located symmetrically with respect to the origin in the r plane, are at
The phase integral may be evaluated explicitly in terms of elementary functions as
and the eigenvalue equation (39) is H)jr.
There appear to be two solutions of this equation for 8 and r 0 ; however, an examination of the anti-Stokes lines (figure 3) for this case shows that only one of the two leads to physically acceptable solutions, since the complete contour V must go from the origin to the turning point, cross the turning point, and then be able to proceed to the far boundary without crossing any more anti-Stokes lines.
Since w is essentially zero at the wall, we call this branch the internal mode. The spectrum in the neighbourhood of w mln is given by
The number of modes in any given finite region is seen to be proportional to Si, and and the damping proportional S~i. Also we see that the locus of this branch intersects the real axis at an angle of \TJ = 45°.
• V * r (1 FIGURE 3. Anti-Stokes lines ( ) emanating from the turning points t and t associated with a mode on the 'internal' branch (reference case, w = 0-26 -0-01 i). ( , r o ( ; ,r n ).
Similarly, we may examine the neighbourhood of & » = a> max , writing and
Again the phase integral may be evaluated analytically, to give the eigenvalue equation (51) which has three sets of solutions, since S is raised to the power f. These three correspond to three different choices for the location of the turning points, shown in figure 4. Only one of these choices ( figure 4 (a) ) enables the contour to be continued properly to the far boundary (at r = 0), where w is essentially zero. We call this branch the wall mode. Its spectrum is approximately given by
The number of modes is still asymptotically proportional to Si, but for the lowest modes [n = 0(1)], the correction w max -0) goes as S~i. Thus for moderate S, there are far fewer localized modes of this type. The way in which the bifurcation happens may now be recognized. As we proceed to higher values of n in either of equations (48) or (52), the turning point moves further from the boundary to which the mode is attached. In each case, however, there is an anti-Stokes line which crosses the physical interval 0 < r ^ 1, and eventually the point is reached at which this second anti-Stokes line joins the other boundary. This is the point of bifurcation: beyond that it is only possible to construct global modes by adjusting the frequency so that the anti-Stokes line passing through 0 also passes through 1, while the anti-Stokes lines emanating from this turning point miss both boundaries. This is shown schematically in figure 5 .
We conclude by examining the case when w is imaginary. Writing Now the real axis in the r plane is the anti-Stokes line passing through 0, so that global modes are always possible. Furthermore, it is seen that the phase integral from 0 to 1 increases without bound as |y| tends either to zero or to infinity: thus both these points are accumulation points of the spectrum.
Numerical results
Numerical computations have been made for three sets of equations. First, the full equations, given in (1), (2) and (3) have been solved together with the boundary conditions (4) and (5). Secondly, the reduced scalar equation (23) has been solved with the reduced boundary condition (26). Thirdly, the interactive code of White has been used to find an approximate spectrum for the reduced equations using the WKBJ method. All of these computations were restricted to the force-free equilibrium defined by (55) and were for k = 0-5 with m = 0 and m = 1. In the axisymmetric case, the ideal continuum is given as 0-5 sS (o < 0-935,
and when m = -1 it is 0-25 ^ o) < 0-435.
Thus these computations are consistent with the orderings assumed in § 2. The numerical procedures employed in the WKB code are described in White (1979) . The methods used for the other two cases are described in Davies (19846) for a similar problem, namely the determination of the eigenvalues of the OrrSommerfeld equation, which is a problem in which viscosity plays the same singular perturbing role as does resistivity in the present case. Briefly, the method works as follows. The differential equation is reduced to a coupled first-order system in the radial variable. For the full equations, and with pressure neglected, this is a fourth-order system consisting of the second-order system of ideal MHD theory together with fourth-order terms introduced by resistivity. For the reduced scalar equation, we obtain a second-order system. In both cases the equations are stiff, their numerical solution becomes difficult as S is increased. We write these equations in the form
where the matrix A is 4 by 4 for the full equations and 2 by 2 for the reduced ones. Suppose now that J-^r) and ^2(r) are a fundamental pair of solutions of the full equations which satisfy the boundary conditions at r = 0 imposed by regularity. Again, let % 3 (r) and ^4(r) be a fundamental pair of solutions which satisfy the boundary conditions at the wall. Choosing some convenient fixed intermediate point r 0 , the eigenvalues are determined as the zeros of the determinant / ( * , w ) = |^( r o ) | .
In this paper the intermediate point was chosen at r 0 = \. Since the fundamental solutions needed in the determinant are at only one fixed value of r 0 , a finite difference scheme coupled with extrapolation to the limit (Dahlquist & Bjork 1974) was used. Thus the determinant can be computed to prescribed accuracy for any chosen pair lc, OJ. TO find all of the eigenvalues in some region of the complex plane, the region is covered with overlapping circles. Using values of the determinant computed around the circumference of each circle the zeros inside the circle are determined (Davies 19846) , and with them, the eigenvalues. The method, although not as efficient as some iterative schemes might be, has the advantage of finding all the zeros to a predetermined accuracy without any initial guesses regarding their location or number.
Results are given in tables 1 and 2, which are for S = 500, and for m = 0 and m = -1, respectively. In these tables, the eigenvalues are labelled as wall, internal or global according to the Stokes structure of the reduced scalar equation. Even for this modest value of S it is clear that the reduced equations give a good qualitative account of the spectrum, and that the quantitative agreement is excellent for the m = 0 mode. For the m = -1 mode, the agreement is good except for the wall mode. Computations have also been done for 8 = 1000 and 2000, with similar results. As S is increased, the numbers of modes in the complex plane (off the imaginary axis) are given in modes have turning points close to their reflexion points, so that assumed Si scaling does not apply. The reduced equations and boundary conditions are thus in general valid for these low modes only to leading order in the expansion parameter (8~i). For the high-order modes, n = O(Si), the assumed scaling applies and the reduced equations are valid to two orders in Si. This is, of course, the regime where the WKBJ method is rigorously justifiable, so that, for simply finding the eigenfrequency, there is little advantage to be gained from solving the reduced equation 'exactly', except possibly near the bifurcation point where tunnelling could couple the wall and internal modes. For finding eigenfunctions, on the other hand, solving the reduced equation is probably easier than patching asymptotic solutions together.
An important question can be asked about the accumulation points on the imaginary axis. It was shown in § 3 that for the reduced scalar equation, the accumulation points are at <y = 0 and w = -ico. It is not possible to give such a conclusive argument for the full equations, since they are not amenable to classical Sturm-Liouville type of analysis. However, two arguments may be given in favour of their having accumulation points as for the reduced equation. The first is the fact that the agreement between the two equations improves as the mode number increases, which is in the direction of the accumulation points. The second is as follows. Note that the eigenvalues of the reduced equation, with Q taken as a constant, are given as the solution of the quadratic equation 
It is observed that the numerical results, be they from the reduced or from the full equations, obey these relations very closely except for the low-order modes. This is strong evidence in favour of an accumulation point at the marginal point.
Conclusions
We have shown that the resistive Alfve"n wave spectrum can be understood qualitatively and quantitatively using asymptotic reduction techniques and phase integral methods. It is anticipated that these methods will be useful in the study of the propagation of Alfv^n waves launched into a plasma column (Cross 1983; Sy 1984) , and in the theory of Alfve"n wave heating (Chen & Hasegawa 1974; Tataronis 1975; Kapraff & Tataronis 1977) . Also we hope that by carefully studying this very simple case we have elucidated some of the foundations of resistive instability theory. The phase integral method has not been much exploited in this area, and we hope that it may prove a powerful tool for simplifying problems of interest to fusion experiments, where the physics is more complicated. We note that the mode locus does not depend on the phase shifts at the reflexion points, so that the locus can be obtained from the local dispersion relation found by inserting a simple eikonal ansatz into the full equations. Note. Since writing this paper it has come to our attention that several other authors (Pao 1983; Lortz & Spies 1984) have independently explained the bifurcation of the resistive Alfven spectrum using WKB J methods. These authors
